Self-consistent ab initio studies of the electronic-energy-band structure of cubic CdS are reported within the local-density-functional (LDF) formalism. All electrons are'included using our previously reported linear- 
I. INTRODUCTION
There now exists vast literature comprising experimental and theoretical investigations of the electronic structure and related properties of the important II-VI compounds. Of obvious importance for understanding and interpreting many of the observed properties of these materials is a detailed knowledge of their underlying electronic band structures. In this regard, recent optical and photoemission experiments have played an important role in elucidating key features of the band structure over an increasingly large range of energies above the fundamental band gap.
On the theoretical side, pioneering ab initio energy-band studies' ' were carried out for many of these materials using the non-muffin-tin self-consistentt orthogonalized-plane-wave (SCOP W) (p,"(r) ) from the single-site orbitals X"(r) obtained in a self-consistent solution of the corresponding atomic single-particle equation, assuming the central-field (nf) orbital occupation numbers f ", and the net ionic charge Q for each atom o. Each such choice L f";,Q ), together with the assumed crystal structure, defined the superposition crystal density p, ", (r) and the corresponding local-density potential V, ", (p, ", (r) ) and hence is used to obtain the band structure and the resulting crystal density p,""(r) (from the band wave functions sampled at a selected set of k points in the zone). In the first stage of self-consistency, w'e minimize iteratively the residual difference hp(r) = p""(r) -p, ", (r) over the unit cell space, by varying the set f f"""Q), and select, thereby, the "best" single-site electronic configuration for the superposition representation of the charge density. Note, however, bond direction. We also 'indicate, on the same scale, the positions of the bottom of the S 3s band (I', ") as well as the edges of the valence and conduction bands (I"""and I', "respectively), relative to the vacuum. It is seen that the Coulomb (short-range plus long-range) potential has a similar magnitude as the exchange potential at the bond center, the latter being substantially more asymmetric indicating signif icant charge polarization along the bond. The correlation potential is smaller by about an order of magnitude than the exchange potential and has a distinctly different spatial form. The resulting band structure is shown in Fig. 4 .
Some energy eigenvalues at high-symmetry points are shown in Table II of the relaxation and self-interaction cancellation for these semicore states. In the absence of such a calculation, we can only draw qualitative conclusions: (i) The fact that the band model seems to work well for these excitation processes might indicate that, after all, the Cd 4d and S 3s band can be described as itinerant states, in which case the relaxation and self -interaction cancellation corrections are a "1(N" effect, being distributed over the N particles spanning the corresponding bands.
(ii) The fact that the n.E -nE correction is about 1 eV larger for Cd 4d than for S 3s may result in a situation where the corresponding excitations to the conduction band are even closer in energy than anticipated from the band model (-2 eV difference), leading to a stronger degeneracy of the Cd-4d and S-3s spectra. Note that in turn these spectra are degenerate with the high-energy valence-to-conduction transitions, such as I, " (iii) The &E -ne correction in atoms decreases for outer-shell excitations relative to inner-shell excitations (e.g. , nE for ionizing a Cd 5s electron is 8.02 eV, compared with the spectroscopically observed value of 8.99 eV, ' and AE -6& is 3.4 eV; for the ionization of a S 3p electron, the correction is smaller than 2 eV) but are non-negligible even for the valence states. Consider, for example, the partially ionic system Cd@'S@ with the particular charge transfer pattern in which Cd s electrons are transferred to the unoccupied S P shell: Cdo(5s' o5P') and So (3s'3p" o3d'). We first consider the effect of this charge transfer on the basis orbitals y"(r) Figure 7 shows the calculated moments (x ')"and (x '), for op = Cd 4d, Cd 5s, and Cd 5p as well as S 3s, S 3p, and S 3d as a function of the assumed ionicity Q. It is evident that the Cd orbitals contract while the S orbitals expand radially as Q increases between 0 and 2, the effect being less pronounced in the localized orbitals (Cd 4d, S 3s) than in the diffuse orbitals. Figure 8 show's the differ- Fig. 9 
